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CHRISTOPHER PROUT'S REPORT TO THE 1922 EXECUTIVE

Monda 4th December

This note is written in accordance with the Leadership Election

rule requiring me to summarise the views of the Conservative

Members of the European Parliament regarding the candidates in the

forthcoming Leadership Election. I have spoken to all but one

of my colleagues.

My colleagues take it that the candidacy of Sir Anthony Meyer

has the sole purpose of giving MPs the opportunity to express

their opinion on the leadership of the Conservative Party.

An overwhelming majority of Conservative MEPs take the view

that Mrs Thatcher has an outstanding record as Prime Minister.

Her Leadership has transformed Britain's stature in the World,

greatly improved our economic performance and redressed certain

damaging imbalances in our society, such as the excessive power

of the Trade Unions and the unjust burden of taxation.

My colleagues also applaud her important contribution to vitally

needed reforms in the EC. However, a substantial majority of

Conservative MEPs manifested considerable concern over some

features of the Prime Minister's recently expressed attitudes

to the Community and the adverse effect these may have on the

promotion of British interests both at home and abroad. They are

also worried at their impact upon the broad body of Conservative

Party support within the country.
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